DebitCredit morphed into TPC-A and then TPC-C. In 1985, systems were nearing 100 transactions per second, now they deliver 100,000 transactions per second, and a palmtop can deliver several thousand transactions per second (www.tpc.org, and [2] ). Price-performance (measured in dollars/tps) has also improved dramatically as shown in Figure 1 .
The sort benchmark has seen similar improvements. The traditional Datamation "sort 1M records) now runs in a fraction of a second and has been replaced by PennySort (sort as much as you can for a penny), MinuteSort (sort as much as you can in a minute), and Terabyte sort (sort a trillion records I conjecture that this relatively slow improvement reflects the slow improvement in memory latency. All the algorithms are now cache conscious, so they are all limited by the speed of bulk memory -processor speed (and even cache speed) is not relevant here since sort cache misses are essentially random during the "comparison" and merge phase. But, that is just my guess. It would make an interesting study for the hardware architects --speed problems may lie elsewhere. But, my guess is: Remember! It's the memory.
The tpcC benchmark defies this conjecture. Figure 4 plots the SQLserver throughput per cpu and per MHz for Intel/AMD processors (excluding Itanium) on the tpcC benchmark over a ten year period. 
